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Needs Over Wants

the goals and dreams of providing the best platform for young ladies to develop themselves - one that facilitates the seeking
of opportunities, taking of challenges and exploration of potentials!
A quarter has passed, how do we evaluate our progress? As a Chapter President, I have led the Board of Directors to
serve the Chapter by delivering our promises and honoring our commitments. Members of the Board of Directors have been

Want to be our member?

learning from each other and at the same time, we have been learning a lot from past presidents and senior members of

Join Us Now!

JCIHK. We went through ups and downs by facing difficult times and enjoying happy moments together. Members asked…
Is it easy? No, it is not easy. When you see a list of 40 items for you to manage and 40 phone calls to make, it is not at
all easy, but this is exactly what it meant the most to be a Jayceette – an unusual eye-opening experience and a fast track

Chapter Patron:
Vision 2008

journey to achieve far more than you could have imagined or it could have taken years for you to experience and to achieve
the same elsewhere!
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faith in God gives meaning and purpose to human life;
the brotherhood of man transcends the sovereignty of nations;
economic justice can best be won by free men through free enterprise;
Government should be of laws rather of men;
earth's great treasure lies in human personality; and
service to humanity is the best work of life.

JCI MISSION
•

Cash Sponsor:
Ms. Margaret Wu
Ms. Anny Kwan
2006 Chapter Presidents

To provide development opportunities that empower young people to create
positive change.

JCI VISION
•

To be the leading global network of young active citizens.

I always tell members that the more effort we put in to the JC movement, the more friendship, experience and value we will
get. JCI has its uniqueness and it is very different from other non-profit organizations. On the one hand and most of the time,
agenda, minutes, protocols, etc. drive us crazy. And on the other hand, experienced members shared with us that many of
those things that we learn through JC are in fact useful in their personal and work life. I am looking forward to seeing positive
changes in our members and I really hope that the experience they gained can be fully utilized when needed.
The power of ONE makes everything possible. This not only helps the Board of Directors to lead and serve the Chapter, but
also facilitates Jayceettes to host the 48th National Convention of JCIHK in 2013. It is an important milestone of JCI Hong
Kong Jayceettes and it certainly boosts up the spirit and excitement!
I hope that you will enjoy our Snapshots and feel the spirit of

SNAPSHOTS is published by JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes, 21/F Seaview Commercial Building, 21-24 Connaught Road West, Hong Kong. No
parts of this publication may be reproduced without prior written permission by JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes. The opinion expressed in each
article is the opinion of its author and interviewee, and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes. Therefore JCI
Hong Kong Jayceettes carries no responsibility for the opinion expressed thereon.
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Messages from NP & NAEO

We are one Jaycee
Junior Chamber International (JCI) is an international organization overtly espouses
the importance of Active Citizenship.
JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes, one of the three female chapters in Hong Kong, has been
striving to achieve active citizenship with active participation and involvement in serving our
community. Every year, we are honored and happy to participate in their UNMDG projects series.
This year, “Care & Dare” is the theme of this flagship projects and moreover, JCIHK National Convention will
be hosted by the Jayceettes. We are also happy to see the new board of directors join and get involved in
JCI local chapter management
As a partner with United Nation (UN), we work closely in the United Nations Millennium Development Goals

Feature Interview

How hard women work nowadays is not a new topic. How women balance
their work and life is a question ever being explored. Let us hear how three
women from the medical sector, who work for many lives, treat their work.
After reading their stories, we would learn that with certain attitudes of
Hong Kong Spirit, work by no mean hinders one from enjoying life, but adds
more meaning and fulfillment to it.

Stamina and
Professionalism

“We had to do everything by ourselves with limited
resources and manpower. One ward man was in charge
of three rooms. Being the Nursing Officer, I had to
coordinate with the nurses of the whole hospital and

Be Better is our goal on member development path. Together with 200,000 members in 5,000 local

Once upon a time of flu…

“For months, I worked from 9am to 9pm every day. None

chapters in 117 national bodies, we have had a global network to create impact.

distributing Infirmary patients to other hospitals and

of us took a holiday. I just felt I should be there to take

allocating the sickbeds.”

It also responds to UNMDG eight goals covering the world’s main challenges. We believe JCI Hong Kong

care of the patients and my fellow colleagues.”

Jayceettes will work closely with JCI Hong Kong for the goals to provide sustainable solutions to global

The recent invasion of H5N9 Influenza reminds us of

challenges including poverty and hunger, universal primary education, gender equality, reduce child mortality,

fellow nurses took the lead in introducing a handful of

the formidable SARS which hit the city in 2003. Miss

improve maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS, ensure environmental sustainability and develop a global

protective measures against infection in early 2003, a

Helena Li, who was among one of those battling with

partnership for development.

year which she described as ‘a milestone’ for the medical

the bird flu in the frontline ten years ago, it harked back

sector in Hong Kong. “Firefighting methods aren’t as

In 2013, I wish JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes to have a fruitful year. Under the leadership of President Pauline

to more memories. Miss Li was the Nursing Officer of

efficient as fire prevention measures. After Ching Ming

Lau and her energetic team of Board members, I wish a great success in JCI movement.

Tuen Mun Hospital during the SARS period. Hearing her

Festival, we had a meeting on infection control. At lunch,

sharing, we could not help but applause for the team

we ate in one direction and avoiding talking to each

Paul Wu

spirit of Hong Kong medical workers. While the spotlight

other. We were on guard until cases reduced to zero on

was mainly on the doctors who were widely reported

1 June.”

(UNMDG) projects to create a better world.

NATIONAL PRESIDENT
Junior Chamber International Hong Kong

to be fighting a hard battle, the contribution of nurses
was scarcely reported. Should the dedication of these
humble heroines, who could be even more susceptible to
infection in prolonged contact with patients, be recognized?

n e g o t i a t e w i t h m y s e n i o r s . I a l s o re c e i v e d t r a i n i n g
on taking care of SARS patients, and responsible for

Wearing a mask was just the basic, Miss Li and her

Asking if she ever had a moment of fear, Miss Li said
light-heartedly. “We didn’t have time to be afraid then.
It was not until we looked back that we realized we were,
indeed, in a fearful situation. It is fear for the unknown
that was the most daunting.”

Using “Hong Kong Spirit” as the theme of this Snapshots match exactly what JCI Hong
Kong Jayceettes members are doing for a better Hong Kong. It is the driving force in both
good times and bad times. When faced with harsh difficulties, we persevere with optimism, a can-do
attitude and energetically overcome any challenges until a positive change is made to the society.
With this spirit, Jayceettes has organized various amazing projects throughout years. In 2013, I’m glad
to see Jayceettes has launched a series of project which aligned with the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals. This includes the UNMDG Kick-off cum Movie Screening which raise funds for UN
Refugee Agency. It also includes Chinese alphabetical aerobics lessons to help ethnic minorities to learn
Chinese, catwalk show across brands and nationalities and refugee run that simulate the experience of
being displaced. All these projects demonstrate the spirit of the JCI Creed as it says “That the Brotherhood
of man transcends the sovereignty of nations”.
Last, I would like to represent JCI Hong Kong to thank JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes for holding the National
Convention. This is the biggest occasion in 2013 that members from every chapter come together to
share, to learn, to vote, to be awarded and to have fun. Your contribution is not only providing training
opportunities to Jayceettes member but providing positive changes to over 450 delegates! So, please keep
going and I look forward for more innovative promotion and exciting programs!

Senator Brian Kwan
NATIONAL ASSIGNED EXECUTIVE OFFICER
National Vice President
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Feature Interview

As a keen observer of the conditions of medical
facilities and technology in other countries, Miss Li
noticed there were plenty of rooms for improvement in
Hong Kong hospitals. For example, a hospital in Gansu
Province was ahead of us in arranging on-suite rooms
for patients. The drug cabinets in American hospitals
were mechanically operated to avoid distributing drugs
to the wrong patient. “Actually our medical system is
quite good, but we should still pay attention to the
development of other parts of the world, and keep on
learning from others who are doing better than us. We

Feature Interview

many families in

A Peaceful Heart (
at Odds

need of help. “The
satisfaction

is

tremendous when
you

know

how

you p l a y a ro l e
patients who need
restore their sight.
I treasure the long-

Ms. Wong’s sharing of her sense of
mission towards organ transplantation,
a sensitive topic in the Chinese society

same time. The development was so rapid that we had
to train personnel and allocate resources to fight the

‘‘Actually I was too focused on my work then that I had

“Working is a hobby to me. Things don’t
work without hard work.”

no thought of fear. I just did whatever necessary to
protect myself. At work, I put on full gear of protective
garments and masks. After work, I cleaned myself
thoroughly. before I went home. Throughout the SARS

t e r m re l a t i o n s h i p s

p e r i o d , w e w e n t t o w o r k e v e r y d a y. S o m e o f m y

I’ve built with donors’ families over the year. I consider it

colleagues fell sick with fever but they returned to work

Although Hong Kong has dedicated medical workers

my wealth,” said Miss Wong with much passion.

as soon as they got well. In a turmoil, it was the

to be proud of, the medical system is not without

A s f a m i l y m e m b e r s ’ c o n s e n t i s re q u i re d f o r o r g a n

are not the best.”

flaws. “How can we combat with viruses of 21st
century with the architecture of 19th century?”
The circumspective nurse gave us some food for
thought.

onlookers who are fearful, but not those who keep
struggling. The more one understands the situation,

donation from the deceased patient, Miss Wong has

the less one will panic. With the discovery of the

to race against time to process the procedures of

cause of SARS, we know exactly how to combat the

comforting patients’ family, contacting with different

SARS virus.”

de pa rtm e nts i nc l udi ng the ho spi ta l , the po li ce an d

The retired nurse is still teaching and training nurses in

s o m e t i m e s t h e m e d i a , b e f o re t h e c o r n e a i s s a f e l y

Dr. Lau shared her tips with us. ‘‘First, manage your time

Hong Kong and Macau, making herself a good example

transferred to the Eye Bank. Once a patient with the

well by setting priorities. Second, be efficient. Third, be

of hard work with modesty, the source of advancement.

suitable medical conditions is located, his/her family is

punctual. Don’t be late and don’t wait to act! Adequate

reached within four to six hours after death to seek their

preparation in advance is also important to save time.

consents. “In fact, not all deceased patients are

After all, it is hard work and your working attitude that

suitable; only 2-3% is. So I would tell the family of

matters. Things don’t work without hard work and a

the deceased that it is a rare chance to have the

heart at work. Always enjoy your work as if it were your
hobby. It is crucial to understand your responsibilities too. I

cornea donated, like the patient’s life is continuing
in the other’s body,” Miss Wong said sincerely.
“The most challenging part of my job is to help
devastated family members to cope with their emotions,”

As a retired cardiologist, Dr. Lau Suet-ting deals with

never put pressure on myself in an examination or situation.

matters of the heart with an exceptional clear mind and

I just do my best to prepare for it. I am not responsible for

professional working attitude.

marking it. Why should I worry about the results?”

she said empathetically. I understand their feelings. It is

“I am glad that I was born in a family which didn’t instill

hard and painful to accept the fact that someone dear is

this ‘girls-can’t-do-it’ concept on my mind. I always

Having heard the unknown stories of three dedicated

dead. Once, I was in this position. I simply told my fellow

believe men and women are equal, and I get along well

professionals, maybe there are more for us to care about

A picture of the Crimean war and Florence Nightingale, which
reflects Ms. Li’s perspective of the unyielding spirit of a nurse

family members, ‘You are not obliged to consent. My

with both males and females.”

despite all the conflicts and fears in the society. Amidst

profession is not supposed to give you pressure.”

‘‘My job required me to be always on call. My father was

Empathy
An Eye-Banker’s Story

Miss Wong admits her profession makes her shred many

a policeman, so I was used to irregular working hours.

a tear of sympathy. She thinks it is not a shame to cry

To me, working is just an enjoyable activity and a part of

for what she has put her heart and soul in. Asking what

life. My volunteer work included the vaccinating babies

her mission is, Miss Wong expresses her wish to serve

against Hepatitis B Virus in the rural areas in China.

as a coordinator between deceased patients and the

These villages used not to have fridges to keep vaccines,

recipients. She also hopes to give a sense of comfort

and iceboxes are needed to bring the vaccines into the

to families in bereavement. Apart from going through

villages. I regard my volunteer work as my hobby as it

all the required trainings, Miss Wong is never tired of

widened my perspective’’.

deepening her professional knowledge. She was one of

M e n t i o n i n g a b o u t S A R S , D r. L a u r e v e a l e d , ‘‘ a s a

“Of course, emotional management is
important at work, but I allow myself
to cry. Crying doesn’t mean you are not
professional.”
As the Manager of Eye Bank, Miss Catherine Wong
worked as long as an I-banker (Investment Banker). And
yet, her job could be even more demanding, as she
is given no longer than 12 hours to collect a piece of
fresh cornea from a deceased patient for transplantation

the very few who completed the International Master in
Donation of Organ Tissues and cells for Transplantation
in Barcelona .

*

*A

program created by the Institute for Life Long

Learning at the University of Barcelona and the

purpose before it is decayed. “My job requires me to be

European Training Program on Organ Donation,

24-hour on call, and we have to work within a 12-hour

which is part of the global efforts to enhance

span for each case.”

professional education and awareness of health

Despite the irregular and long working hours, Miss

care professionals whose exposure is limited to

Wong loves her job as it allows her to reach out to

6

of other diseases and admit new SARS patients at the

battle instantaneously’.

Working as a Hobby

in helping many
cornea transplant to

)
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donation opportunities.

all the hustle and bustle, uncertainties and doubts, it
becomes easy to forget and difficult to remember the spirit
of Hong Kong people, yet the three ladies reminded us
that our attributes have never been lost even at the most
stressful and desperate moments of our time. Let’s have
a better understanding of the unknown and reach out for
a better world.

matter of fact, Hong Kong has a medical system that
is better than many other places. We have a high rate
of vaccination against infectious diseases. As a brand
new infectious disease, SARS was a shock to the entire
medical system and the community. At the peak time,
there were more than 100 patients from Amoy Garden
each day, so we had to make beds for them.

Princess

Margaret Hospital was designated exclusively for SARS
patients. At that time I was working there. Within one
week, we had to discharge more than 1,000 patients

Dr. Lau’s respectful dedication to her profession and voluntary work

HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue I
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International Affairs

Let’s Join Us for a Unique Intercultural Experience
Asia Pacific Conference
Gwangju, Korea, 13 to 16 Jun 2013
http://2013aspacgj.com/eng_index.html

World Congress

Jayceettes First International Bonding Tour in 2013

Rio, Brazil, 4 to 9 Nov 2013
http://www.jcicongressrio2013.com/
Through a network of 200,000 JCs in more than 100 countries around the world, members gain valuable international
exposure, receive trainings, develop international friendship, and derive awareness on cross-border and cross-culture issues.

D ur in g 13 Jan u ar y t o 15 Ja nua ry 2013,

JCI Hong Kong Jaycettees and JCI Manila

we went to Manila to attend our sister chapter

inter nationally but also between me and

JCI Manila’s 65th Induction and Turnover

JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes. It also let me

Ceremonies.

know more about our fellow companions.”
shared by Moon Lau, our International Affairs

During the 3-day trip in Manila, both chapters

Officer.

shared a lot about the local economies,
communities and ongoing projects. We had

We had a great time with our friends from JCI

also met the other sister chapters and friends

Manila and visited the landmarks in Manila with

of JCI Manila such as President of JCI Seoul,

special local food. Thanks again to JCI Manila

NVP of JCI Malaysia and International Affairs

for their hospitality, especially to President Jonas,

Representatives of JCI Tokyo etc. We had

VP Lloyd and Director Leo.

How We Bond and Unite
For years, we established bonds with other JCI chapters in different countries. Have you
ever thought of how important International Bonding is?
Sister Chapters
Sisterhood

Friendship Chapters
Friendship

also shared the latest Snapshots with them. It
was really a great chance to learn about how

I am here to recommend all Jayceettees

the local chapters at different places around

members to join forthcoming bonding tours.

the world are helping young people to have

Don't miss the chance!

positive change.

After the International Bonding Tour in January,

“I was honored to visit our Manila sister

one of the committee member of JCI Manila

chapter JCI Manila. My-first-Manila-journey

Chairman Edison came to visit us in Feb

impressed me a lot and let me know how

and Director Pat joined our UNMDG Movie

good hospitality can be. This bonding tour

Screening event in March as well. Thank you

not only strengthened the linkage between

for your support.

Toyota,
Japan
Since 1997

Since

Insight into Global Active
By Winnie Ho
Citizenship
This is such a memorable 5-day journey! Vice
President Wendy So and I attended the
2013 National Development Workshops in
Beijing held by JCI Hong Kong between 12 to
16 April.
I appreciated the opportunity to learn from
the renowned professors from the China
Youth University for Political Sciences as
well as over 40 JCI presidents and members
from other chapters.
It was a journey of uncovering our roots and
building the understanding of the modern
day China. We had a packed schedule of
workshops starting with Sino-foreign
Economic Development, and Contemporary
Chinese diplomacy; followed by Political &
8
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Military Strategy in the Pan-Asia Region,
and Chinese Political System. The workshops
raised discussions around influence from
QEs in the USA, Japan and the Euro zone
crisis, to the recent social conflicts between
people in HK and mainland China.
Our professors applied fair judgements
towards the internal issues caused by
the rapid economic growth in the last two
decades, whilst providing an alternative
perspective to understand the challenges
faced by the government. It provoked
us to think about our responsibilities as
young leaders.
The highlight of the journey was to visit
the National Committee of CPPCC and
Hong Kong & Macau Affairs Office of
the State Council. It was fascinating to
visit the grand architecture and hear

from senior leaders about their views of
Hong Kong and the continuous support
from China.
I am sure you won’t be surprised that
Vice President Wendy and I also took the
opportunity to visit Beijing landmarks and
indulged ourselves with lots of nice food and
wine! If you want to know more about China
and share this experience, don’t miss the
chance to join the journey next year.

Yokohama,
Japan

Kaohsiung,
Taiwan

Since

1975

1974

Manila,
Philippines
Since

1971

Dhonburi,
Thailand
Since

1971

Entrepreneur
Metropolitan
(E-Metro)
Since

2005

Our gatherings with members from Sister
Chapters and Friendship Pacts reinforce
our friendship with other chapters,
exchange project experience and broaden
our horizon.
2012 HK ASPAC

2012 World Congress in Taipei
HKJTT Snapshots 2013 - Issue I
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Community Development

While Community Development (‘‘CD’’) is
well-known to be an area of opportunities of JCI,
one may as well ask what Community Development exactly
stands for when we are virtually connected as a global
community. It is out of such eagerness to understand the
world that we are living in, that Care & Dare emerges. It's an
attitude, a positioning, the vision to discard conformity and
reach out from a comfort zone to our talented non-Chinese
peers sharing the same home with us.

UNMDG Kick-off cum Fundraising Movie Screening of
Desert Flower

ethnic minorities a chance to have roots grounded in Hong
Kong. Let's give ourselves an opportunity too, shall we?

Let’s Move…Learn to Teach
Chinese in Motion!

series of caring and daring actions to achieve the United

broken down into alphabets? The strokes “Dim Wanng

Nations Millennium Development Goals (‘‘UN MDGs’’)

Syu Pit Naat…”could be spelt in motion, with a set of

committed by 189 member nations of the United Nations,

alphabetical aerobics? Never has learning Chinese been

with a main theme of education for ethnic minorities and

so much fun and easy for other ethnic groups who used

encouraging Hong Kong youngsters to re-examine the

to find reading Chinese characters as difficult as decoding

social conflicts in society in a civic responsible way. We

hieroglyphs. The Let’s Lear n Chinese in Motion! co-

were honored to have invited Hong Kong Red Swastika

organized by JCI HK Jayceettes and Caritas Community

Society, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,

Centre - Aberdeen spanned from 13 April to 11 May aims

Caritas Community Centre, Aberdeen Caritas, The Cosmetic &

to teach Chinese to other ethnic groups in an innovative

Perfumery Association of Hong Kong Ltd. and UNESCO Hong

way, thereby helping them to integrate in the community. To

Kong Association, sponsors and supporting organizations to

facilitate the teaching, volunteer tutors were given 2 training

officiate the kick-off ceremony.

sessions in March. Over a course of 5 lessons, children of

initiatives as viable and sustainable empowerment of the
refugees worldwide, and offer an actionable blueprint for
JCI HK Jayceettes to go the extra mile, to go beyond
from merely promoting a cultural exchange of food and
gatherings to steering a path for a better and harmonious
world surrounding us, as an international society where
different cultures meet.
During the kick-off, each officiating guest held a flower and
with a slight touch of the Cactaceae lamp together, the
lamp was lit up, which symbolizes a hope lost is found, as
well as the warmth and care that JCI HK Jayceettes aspires
to deliver, not only to those most in need, but to those who
are waiting only for an opportunity to unleash their talents,
just as the heroine in the movie.
“This is the fourth consecutive year for JCI HK Jayceettes
to make an impact according to UN MDGs. In the coming

Breakthroughs in overcoming the Chinese
barriers in five lessons

Upcoming Events:

Chinese in Motion!
Have you ever imagined a Chinese character could be

darkness to light, reflects education and courageous

The wholy family worked together to
form Chinese words

“Dim Waang Syu Pit Naat…( 點、 橫、 豎、 撇、 捺 )”
Jayceettes Made the First Move to Train How to Spell

On 31 March 2013, the kick-off heralded the start of a

The movie, which is about how a refugee struggles from

One-of-a-kind: voluntary trainers who designed
the Chinese learning lessons for ethnic youths

other ethnic groups paired up with their mothers to grasp
the Chinese alphabets and the alphabetical aerobics. The
last lesson was held successfully on 11 May to celebrate
Mothers’ Day with games and certificates presented.
Nothing is more rewarding than seeing the bright smiles worn
by our friends of other nationalities, who are bringing home
not only heaps of gifts from us, but also the tremendous
fun of learning our language. They truly enjoyed the lessons
conducted and assisted by our dedicated volunteers!
''I am so happy to see these children enjoying themselves
so much. Learning by alphabets really works for them!''
(Volunteer Josephine Cheung)

JCI HK Jayceettes Care & Dare : Refugee Run
10:00-13:00 Aug 3 2013

social harmony through a series of events, and raise public

An Exclusive Simulative Experience of Being Helpless Refugees
Designed by United Nations and Crossroads Foundation

awareness of the social and educational problems we are

Enquiries: unmdg2013@hkjtt.org

May to August, we hope to spread the message of

facing,” said Ms. Pauline Lau, President of JCI HK Jayceettes.
As Project Chairman Constance Wong said, we should give
10
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Monthly Fellowship Gatherings

Monthly Fellowship Gatherings

JCI HK Jayceettes Inaugural Ceremony

Korean Chef – Let’s Make Kimchi!

January Fellowship Gathering

March Fellowship Gathering

12 January 2013

23 March 2013

Project Chairman: Stella Woo

Project Chairman: Denise Wu

12 January 2013 marked the day of JCI HK Jayceettes as its 2013 Board of Directors was inaugurated. The Luxembourg

Annyeonghaseyo (

Good day in Korean)! JCI

products and lend us the

Room at Regal Kowloon Hong Kong fitted out to welcome more than 90 guests, including National Board of Directors, LOMs

ASPAC 2013 Gwangju Korean will be held from 13 to 16

costume. Gamsahabnida

Board of Directors as well as past presidents, members and friends of JCI HK Jayceettes.

June 2013 and the International Affairs Team held a monthly

(

gathering in March to promote it.

very much in Korean) !

Board of Directors. “We Bond, We Unite”, the 2013 slogan placed on the backdrop by the board members, turned a brand

It was a successful gathering filled with Korean Culture and

Let’s enjoy our every moment

new page of JCI HK Jayceettes. President Pauline Lau expressed her welcome and gratitude to all participants in her first

Korean food sharing, and it received over 40 participants

in Jayceettes, and we

speech. The 2013 Board of Directors also elucidated their year plan while the guests were enjoying the delicious afternoon

The Korean Kimchi master not only taught the most

wish all members a

tea served.

traditional way to make kimchi, but also delivered local

wonderful experience

Korean culture and taught us some Korean Language.

at the JCI ASPAC 2013

Everyone enjoyed so much in making their own kimchi by

Gwangju Korea. See you in

their hands from scratch.

Gwangju.

The ceremony began with the installation ceremony of the president, followed by the installation ceremony of the 2013

thank you

Participants also enjoyed dressing up in Korean lady’s
traditional costume and brought home

their own hand-

made Kimchi!
Korea Tourism Organization was very supportive and it gave
out some Korea posters and information booklets, skin care

The Dumbbell Go Go Goal Fundraising
April Monthly Fellowship Gathering

21 April 2013
Project Chairman: Annie Cheung
Leaving a bustling city life behind for a fruitful getaway, the energetic PINK troop
had an adventurous expedition in the Dumbbell Island.
With just a map in their hands, they looked for hints in different
checkpoints with fun snapshots to unlock their ‘final destination’.
The exciting treasure hunt and the delectable seafood lunch marked
the success of ‘The Dumbbell Go Go Goal Fundraising’, which the
generosity of all participants helped contribute to the advancement

Chinese Year of Snake & Lantern
Festival Dinner

of global community. Opportunities are provided to the young,
active citizens to develop their leadership skills, social responsibility,
entrepreneurship and fellowship necessary to create a positive change.

February Fellowship Gathering

23 February 2013

Donor’s List of Apr MFG Fundraising

Project Chairman: Tiffany Lee
“Kung Hei Fat Choi!” Lunar New Year is an occasion for us to gather with
our beloved families like Senior Member Club and other JC chapters. Good
wishes, red packets, couplets and sweet glutinous rice dumplings, all the
traditional signatures to celebrate the Chinese New Year appeared in our
gathering dinner. In order to sweep away any ill-fortune and make way for
good incoming luck, Polsion Leung shared tips in Fung Shui Decoration and
talked about 12 Zodiac Fortune. The participant enjoyed playing the muchloved festival game in guessing the riddles.
Congratulations to the lucky winners of $500 discount for joining
National Convention and the event ended on a high note.

2013

Ally Lai
Angus Cheung
Anita Kwan
Annie Cheung
Anthony Cheung
Anthony Leung
Ban Chui
Benjamin Lee
Brian Kwan
Cally Wong
Cannice Wan
Carol Yeung
Cherrie Wong
Connia Chu Lo

Cosina Wong
Do Do So
Eddy Chan
Elisa Chan
Eva Lum
Fion Li
Fook Man Chan
Jacqueline Kung
Jade Chan
Jan Lai
Jennifer Lam
Jeritza Wong
Judy Wong
Kannie Au

As of 11 May 2013
Karen Yeung
Kathy Woo
Kathy Yeung
Kenneth Chan
Kinsze Ho
Linda Choi
Mariana Ng
Michael Tang
Naomi Chan
Olive Chan
Paul Wu
Pauline Lau
Phoenix Lam
Ronald Kan

Sally Au
Sam Chan
Stanley Ng
Stella Woo
Sunny Chan
Tam Ka Ho
Vicky Chan
Victor Lam
Vivien Wan
Wendy So
Wing Yen Wah Jewellery Co. Ltd
Winnie Tsang
Winnie Yeung
Yoee Leung

Thank you for your support! We met our target of fundraising and look forward to seeing you in our forthcoming gatherings.
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Leadership Development

Tips that You Just Cannot Miss for
Leading the Team

Events Highlights

04 JCI Hong Kong Inaugural Ball 2013
JAN

Jayceettes enjoyed a splendid evening with

17

Interview of JCI VP Senator
MAR Bernard Dy

wonderful samba dance with other chapters!

On JCI’s mission to motivate and inspire young

Smart Kits for OC

people, Bernard thinks that the projects of a chapter

Each organizing committee member will receive a handy SMART KIT prepared by

is key to engage people in the community as active

LD team at the first OC meeting. Aimed at providing “on-the-project” trainings,

citizen. In response to the issue of ageing in terms

supervising officers will go through the smart kits at the first meeting and refresh OC

of membership around the world, sharing the unique

members’ memories on parliamentary procedures & protocols, sponsors and financial

experience in JCI could enable more people to join

management concept and CD Cycle before doing projects. Also sample documents will

and understand the positioning and vision of JCI.

be provided for their reference.

01

MAY

JC Sports Day-Sports For Fun!
Congratulations to our senior member Crystal
Wong who won Champion for 60m run and
SMC Chairman Senator Ally Lai who won 2nd
runner-up for 60m run!

20

JCI World Public Speaking
APR Championship 2013 Hong Kong
Selection Contest
Both Vice President Wendy So
and Director Sunny Chan
participated in JCI World
Public Speaking Championship
2013. Congratulations to
Sunny for successfully

WHAT’S NEXT? CONNECTED IN THE CLOUDS

entering the final of Hong
Kong Selection Contest.

Finding it difficult to create an online enrollment form?
Want to handle registration in a smarter way or
sharing a 20mb video? Dropbox and Google Drive will
help you through!
Be Equipped - Softwares for Efficient
Collaboration Series
LD team organized a series of mini workshop on computer software
and online tools. Our first Workshop of "Be Equipped" - Softwares for
Efficient Collaboration Series was successfully held on 12 March 2013.
In the 2-hour workshop, participants learnt basic skills and knowledge

Event Calendar
MFG
1-Jun (Sat)

of two popular file-sharing softwares: Dropbox and Google Drive. We
received very positive feedbacks, thanks to the support of all members

20-21 Sept (Fri-Sat)
National Convention

Event
29-Jun (Sat)
CD Project ‘‘We Love Runway’’ Inspirational Session

11-Jul (Thur)

20-Jul (Sat)
CD Project ‘‘We Love Runway’’ Event Day

24-Aug (Sat)

3-Aug (Sat)
CD Project Refugee Run

and especially to Eva Lum, a professional and experienced trainer, who
helped teaching participants use of these two softwares.

NC

Also, as announced earlier, members who previously completed the survey prepared by LD team and attended
our first workshop session will have a chance to get into lucky draws during our workshops. Our lucky winner

19-Oct (Sat)

brought home with her an 8GB USB stick! Congratulations again!

15-Nov (Fri)
14-Dec (Sat)
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Experience the

“NEEDS over Wants”

through your FIVE SENSES
PROGRAMS:
Sight: See nice objects
Hearing: Hear good messages
Smell: Breathe fresh air
Taste: Eat healthy
Touch: Relax your body

theme: NEEDS over Wants

The 48th National Convention
by JCI Hong Kong Jayceettes
20 - 21/9 (Fri - Sat),
Regal Airport Hotel
www.facebook.com/JCIHKNC2013

